What our help could do in Uzhhorod

Last week they helped temporarily displaced students who study at the Department of
Hospital Therapy at Uzhhorod National University with online learning. They have bought 2
laptops, and received a letter of gratitude and appreciation from the faculty council of the
department.

Helen Kovalchuk (3rd from left) is the president of ZC Uzhhorod
They also received another request from the language gymnasium to help temporarily
children with online learning:
Helen writes:
“We still receive a lot of requests from dormitories and food centers for IDPs. Also, Parada
continues to provide the women from the war regions who are working at the factory with
new clothes. The number of women is constantly increasing. “

In the first days of the war they started with transporting Refugees from Kiev or Lviv to
Uzhgorod by car and to host refugees.
Money for the drivers (in individual cars), money for the fuel.
They provide furnishing for shelters for those who want to stay in Ukraine.

In Uzhhorod D 27 is funding a former recipient of “Young Women in Public Affairs” Award,
Mariya Yurina.
She works a group of young Ukrainians involved in many activities.

Mariya is on the right in this picture
Here is what Mariya writes:
“We help refugees by medicine, food, hygiene products, clothing and fuel. Also our friends
who are professional psychologists help women and children for free. We didn’t get asks
from refugees about financial help, so all our spendings are used for buying medicine, food,
fuel etc. We are trying to communicate with our friends and other volunteers and find
clothing instead of buying it.Some refugees asked us to help them with transport to border,
so of course we helped them.“

“We thought that we need much more this week, but we got humanitarian aid (food,
clothing and some medicine) from Slovakia and Portugal, so we didn't need to buy what we
plan before. We are very rational in spends. On this week we spent 1050 EUR. We bought
medicine we needed and we found rare medicine for one women who has joints disease. She
asked us to help her and we bought it for her. Now she is with her child in a safe shelter. We
got asks about NaCl (sodium bicarbonate) and masks for people who live in regions where is
chemical attacks (ammonia). So we bought it and sent it to them. Also we bought water and
some food for refugees and delivered it to them. We bought fuel, we needed it really. Some
our volunteers drove to Chernihiv and Kyiv where were bomb attacks. Now they help people
by food and medicine there. We still have 2750 EUR.“
„With the youth organization of our city «New Generation,» we had spent time with almost
30 kids of different ages. We bought educational games for them, pencils and other things.
We also organized fruits and sweeties for them. They were really happy and their parents
were happy no less. You can see pictures that we took there, but not all children were agree
took photos with us. These children need our attention and communication, so we would like
to organize such meetings more often and more productive. We will help them in studying
subjects and just help in developing themselves.“

